
CE 560 Public Mass Transportation Name: ____jdf solutions___ 

Test 3A (5 questions on 1 page)  

=49.1/70, =8.9 
Wed. 27 April 2011 

OPEN BOOK AND NOTES  10:30-11:20 AM, Room 2107 CIVL 

Test 3 total:  =99.8/140, =17.9 

Answer the test questions on the test sheet or on the paper provided.  Express yourself clearly, 
legibly, and concisely!!  Put your initials on each sheet you use.   
 
1. Alternatives to standard diesel buses.  Very short answers, please. 

A. Hybrid buses.   

 (5 points) What distinguishes their braking regime?  Regenerative braking 

 (5 points) Why doesn’t CityBus choose hybrid over standard diesel every time it buys 

a new bus?  Hybrids are much more expensive to buy than 

standard diesel buses. 
B. Compressed Natural Gas. 

 (5 points) If someone says CNG buses are dangerous, what would you say to put 

him/her at ease?  CNG cylinders can withstand fire, TNT, and 

bullets.  They leak, rather than explode. 
 (5 points) Besides the increased vehicle cost, what other major cost is involved in 

switching from standard diesel buses to a fleet of CNG buses?  Refueling 

stations 

 
2. (10 points) GLPTC Board Business.  Explain why GLPTC would give $500,000 in local 

dollars to MACOG (which runs the Elkhart and Goshen transit systems) in exchange for $1 

million in FTA Section 5307 funds.  Why would MACOG agree to the swap?  GLPTC had 

used up its Section 5307 funds, but still had local money with which 

to match additional 5307 funds.  MACOG needed more cash with 

which to match 5307 federal funds. 
 

3. (10 points) ADA.  Give two reasons why, whenever appropriate, CityBus encourages (and 
offers training to) riders who qualify for the Access paratransit service to instead use fixed 

route buses.  (1) Access trips are much more expensive to provide than 

rides on fixed route buses.  (2) It empowers ADA-qualified 

passengers to use fixed route service.  (3) Reducing demand for 

Access relieves pressure on capacity and need to (re)schedule trips. 
 

4. (15 points) Checking data.  On the reverse side of this page, you will see data submitted for 
use in Subsidy Allocation, HW5.4.  If there are any values that are suspicious, circle them 
and explain the basis for your suspicions.  Show any calculations that you used in your data 

check.  (1) Check APTL = PMT/pax.  MBTA = 0.60 mile not likely for 
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urban bus/rail.  Pax/pop = 650/yr not likely for MBTA.  MBTA’s 

pax/yr must be wrong.  (2) DART’s APTL = PMT/pax = 0.295 miles or 

295 miles if decimal point was meant to be a comma.  DART’s pax/yr 

must be wrong.  (3) SCRRA is a commuter rail system, but APTL = 

77.2 seems high for an average trip length.  (4) Some values in 

spreadsheet are much different from values in handouts in ATO 

Introduction class: Metra and DART op rev/op exp, SCRRA and 

London pax/year.  (5) London pax/pop = 453 – too large? 

 
5. Trolley buses in the US. 

A. (5 points) Including San Francisco, how many US cities still have a fleet of trolley buses?  

five 

B. (5 points) What are three advantages of using trolley buses in a city like San Francisco?  

(1) climb hills better, (2) no mobile source emissions, (3) rubber 

tires on pavement vs. steel on steel, (4) can move breakdowns 

aside (vs. tracks), (5) quieter. 

C. (5 points) What are two arguments against using trolley buses in any city?  (1) need 

overhead wires ($), (2) overhead wires are ugly, (3) dewirement 

possible, (4) trolley buses cannot overtake each other.
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ATO  PMT   svc area pop   pax/year   op rev/op exp  

GLPTC 9,492,668 123,046 4,741,647 0.22 

MTA-NYC 581,620,441 14,600,000 126,714,693 0.45 

VRE 109,948,545 3,933,920 3,888,500 0.51 

COTA 67,958,764 1,057,195 17,446,736 0.17 

RENFE 13,715,861,867 45,957,671 499,746,000 1.11 

MBTA      1,572,574,100           4,032,484  2,599,974,400 0.52 

Metra      1,855,920,000  8,544,945 81,400,000 0.55 

NICTD 109,170,551              958,644             3,885,073  0.45 

SeoulMetro    10,986,500,000         10,456,000     2,044,000,000  0.79 

SCRRA 436,565,493 8,341,002 5,655,955 0.49 

London 10,811,858,740 7,700,000 3,490,500,000 0.68 

Singapore MRT      3,865,440,994  5,076,700        510,200,000  1.39 

DART 34,500,000.000          3,499,588         116,900,000  0.09 

IndyGo       37,312,533               791,926             8,449,880  0.18 

Bloomington-Normal 
              

4,617,536               117,156             1,643,192  0.16 

METRO          639,566,048           4,841,854         101,310,353  0.12 

Transpo 
              

9,362,600               276,498             2,831,500  0.13 
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CE 560 Public Mass Transportation Name: _____jdf solutions__ 

Test 3B (4 questions on 1 page) 

=50.8/70, =12.8 

Fri. 29 April 2011 

OPEN BOOK AND NOTES  10:30-11:20 AM, Room 2107 CIVL 

Test 3 total:  =99.8/140, =17.9 

Answer the test questions on the test sheet or on the paper provided.  Express yourself clearly, 
legibly, and concisely!!  Put your initials on each sheet you use.   
 
6. (10 points) CREATE.  What example did Jeff Sriver give of how the CREATE program 

would help bus transit operations?  CREATE removes grade crossings, 

eliminating delays to transit buses. 
 

7. HSR handouts.  In addition to those in CNotes Section 31, five short handouts were 
emailed to you on 18 April 2011 and one was handed out in class on 20 April 2011. 
A. (10 points) APTA:  Nearly two-thirds [62 percent] of adults would use high-speed rail.  If 

you were developing a ridership forecast for HSR, what percentage would you use in 

your analysis?  Why?  Beware of “behavioral intent” in such surveys.  

They often overestimate actual behavior by 3x or 4x.  I would 

use 15-20 percent, instead of 62 percent. 
B. (10 points) A Need for Speed?  Is it true that German HSR is self-supporting?  On what 

do you base your answer? Not true.  In the graphic, the “Cost of 

German rail subsidies over five years” is given at $58 Billion. 
 

8. (15 points) STSF allocation.  The allocation results from HW5 are shown on the reverse 
side of this page.  In what way(s) does the allocation seem unfair?  What changes to the 

STSF formula would you suggest be tried?  (1) Bus Only group gets very little 

subsidy.  Allocate $50 million to groups by factor other than PMT?  

(2) The two ATOs with op rev/op exp > 1.0 got 3rd and 4th highest 

subsidies.  Restrict or eliminate subsidies to such ATOs? 

 
9. Real-time bus arrival information system.  In class Monday 25 April 2011, Matt Muta 

announced Kenny Noel’s algorithm to convert AVL data into the predicted bus arrival time at 
any bus stop specified by a customer’s query. 
A. (12 points) Describe the Noel algorithm.   

Best answer:  “The difference in [actual departure] time to 

scheduled time is passed down to all stops after.  This can be 

done at all stops or at assigned time-check stops.  The scheduled 

time and expected time can be available online, by text, message 

boards, etc.”  Example: 
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(1) Customer makes query: When will next bus serve stop with 

Quickcode BUS999? 

(2) Find bus that will next serve BUS999. 

(3) Calculate the Schedule Adherence (SA) for next bus: SA = 

ATD-STD, where ATD = actual departure time and STD = 

scheduled departure time at current location.  If next bus 

is behind schedule, SA>0; if ahead of schedule, SA<0. 

(4) Estimated time of departure at BUS999: ETD(BUS999) = 

STD(BUS999)+SA(next bus). 

B. (13 points) Where does the greatest uncertainty lie in this method?  (1) We know 

bus location from AVL and scheduled times of departure from 

each stop.  But is the schedule correct and consistent along the 

route?  (2) Another problem is traffic signals -- will they be 

green or red as the bus approaches?  Delays of 1-2 minutes per 

signal can occur. (3) Traffic congestion may cause buildup of 

delay with respect to the schedule along the route.  How would you 

address this uncertainty before providing a response to a customer’s query?  (1) 

Verify the scheduled departure time for each stop.  (2) Consider 

using signal pre-emption technology or develop a distribution of 

signal-caused delay from historical data.  (3) Develop a 

distribution of congestion-caused delay from historical data.  The 

estimated time of arrival/departure at a stop should recognize 

this uncertainty/variability and be a little earlier than the mean 

expected time.
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50,000,000$                   Total subsidy amount to be allocated using pax/pop and Williams pt system

4 4 2

ATO Modal Group PMT svc area pop pax/year pax/pop op rev/op exp $/ATO

Bloomington-Normal Bus Only 4,617,536             117,156              1,643,192                14.03 0.16 18,193$          

COTA Bus Only 67,958,764           1,057,195           17,446,736              16.50 0.17 39,610$          

GLPTC Bus Only 9,492,668             123,046              4,741,647                38.54 0.22 35,283$          

IndyGo Bus Only 37,312,533           791,926              8,449,880                10.67 0.18 31,524$          

Transpo Bus Only 9,362,600             276,498              2,831,500                10.24 0.13 17,894$          

Group Bus Only 128,744,101        1,057,195           38.54 0.22 142,503$        

DART Bus/Rail 375,247,802        3,499,588           65,009,123              18.58 0.12 1,990,531$    

London Bus/Rail 10,811,858,740   7,700,000           3,490,500,000        453.31 0.68 8,503,972$    

METRO Bus/Rail 639,566,048        4,841,854           101,310,353            20.92 0.12 2,596,111$    

Group Bus/Rail 11,826,672,590   7,700,000           453.31 0.68 13,090,614$  

MBTA Rail Only 1,572,574,100     4,032,484           259,974,428            64.47 0.52 3,423,805$    

Metra Rail Only 1,855,920,000     8,544,945           81,400,000              9.53 0.55 2,449,281$    

MTA-NYC Rail Only 581,620,441        14,600,000        126,714,693            8.68 0.45 2,967,159$    

NICTD Rail Only 109,170,551        958,644              3,885,073                4.05 0.45 1,155,115$    

RENFE Rail Only 13,715,861,867   45,957,671        499,746,000            10.87 1.11 8,229,008$    

SCRRA Rail Only 419,884,987        8,341,002           12,241,830              1.47 0.49 2,068,482$    

SeoulMetro Rail Only 10,986,500,000   10,456,000        2,044,000,000        195.49 0.79 8,553,318$    

Singapore MRT Rail Only 3,865,440,994     5,076,700           510,200,000            100.50 1.39 6,368,429$    

VRE Rail Only 109,948,545        3,933,920           3,888,500                0.99 0.51 1,552,287$    

Group Rail Only 33,216,921,485   45,957,671        195.49 1.39 36,766,883$  

Total All Groups 45,172,338,176   50,000,000$  

 


